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Today

T

he opening ceremony kicked off the first
day of MUNA 2022. Three of our dancers
performed a self-choreographed dance for
the entire audience. After, the senior staff
was introduced and we were presented to a
speech by this year’s PGA. The opening film,
which introduced the theme of this year's
MUNA, was then shown. This was followed by
a video introducing the staff. We also saw a
MUNA 2022, an assimilation
sightseeing tour of Amsterdam. Ms Massaut,
our guest speaker, and the SG each gave
of the United Nations
three additional speeches after that. With a
his year, once again there had to be
song, the opening ceremony came to a close.
thought of an alternative for the regular
After the ceremony the conference could
conference due to the global pandemic of
officially open. There were some difficulties
COVID-19. Despite this, all staff members,
with the online committees at first but
board members, and all other organizational
nothing that could not be solved. It was then
functions managed to put together these
time for the debates! Many innovative and
amazing two days for the 17th edition of the
well-founded ideas were discussed, debated,
spectacular conference: MUNA. Unfortunately, and voted on throughout the day. The
but due to keeping everyone's health safe, the sudden crises that the delegates had to face
debating in four of the eight present
added some fascinating twists to the debates.
committees is taking place online. Even though The lunch consisted of a variety of
we have not been able to welcome all of you in Surinamese kitchen sandwiches. At their own
person, we are thankful for all your attendance time all the committees shared the gossip
that had been gathered throughout the day.
both online and physical. We hope all of you
The first day came to an end with a pub quiz.
have had a great first day and we are looking
Overall, it was an incredible first day, and we
forward to seeing all of you back tomorrow!
are all looking forward to tomorrow!

T

Keeping up with the GAs
GA 1:
One resolution has been passed from the
delegation of Ukraine, now they are
discussing their second resolution.
GA2:
Brazil's resolution is passed, they are now
busy with their second resolution from the
DPRK.
GA3:
USA's resolution has been passed, they are
now debating on the second
GA4:
Many of the amendments have been passed
and have been added to the resolution.
Currently they are debating about the Covid19 infodemic. The Czech Republic has sent a
resolution. Asking the delegations to
recognise the dangers of false information.
Furthermore there has been a fun moment
where The Netherlands knew exactly what to
do with a dead body: 'down the laundry
chute'.
Crisis Committee:
Four clauses have been passed

Future Council:
The British Empire loves to clap, even though
most of the time this is not in order. The
Equatorian State has other people in the
background all the time. Sometimes some
issues with the microphone caused some
problems. And there were several other
problems, but now finally the debate is
starting to warm up. Causing delegations to
have to repeat themselves. The chairs are
very nice and pretty serious, at least they
seem… Sometimes online debates can cause
a little trouble, for example when people have
to second, for example the fact that many
people start to speak at the same time. Issue
wise everyone is against the meat industry
and currently they are talking about a new
problem similar to the Covid-19. The British
empire suggests not going into lockdown
since they have overpopulation.
International Court of Justice:
There were many strikes for personal
pronouns, so in order to compensate for their
mistakes. People danced the Gangnamstyle.
Now they have been discussing the genocide
from Miyanmar. Myanmar thinks that the
people fleeing from their country are not their
responsibility.
Security Council:
Although there are no wars going on at the
moment there still is a lot going on in this
committee. China used their veto and is
speeching very enthusiastically to keep Taiwan
as a part of China.

Interview with the Secretary General
Why did you choose to take the full
responsibility for the conference as
a Secretary General?
I have been an admin, delegate and staff
member. I wanted to grow in MUNA to
see all sides of the conference from
being an admin to the Secretary
General.
How do you look back upon the
preparation of MUNA 2022?
We have had some stressful situations.
Something I have learned is that small
things can lead to big mistakes. I think
that, together with Thijs and Floor, we
have learned to make hard discissions in
critical moments. During the conference
now, I am proud to look back upon the
conference we have managed to
prepare.
Could you please take us through
your personal preparation in the
previous months?
The last month have been full of hard
work. I have attended an enormous
amount of different staff meetings. At
the end, everything worked out and I
think we can look back upon a very nice
time preparing MUNA.
How would you describe MUNA in 5
words?
Fun, professional, global, connection,
important

Shaad Othman
What is your favorite part of MUNA?
I think many things are good about MUNA but
specifically the opening ceremony is my
favourite part. I like that all the MUNA delegates
gather there looking at inspiring videos and
speeches.
What did you think of MUNA’s staff of 2022
as a team?
They did very well. Of course there were some
obstacles on the way but I think that the end
result is very good which matters the most of
course. The MUNA staff made it possible that
the real MUNA feeling was back.
Are you satisfied in the way that MUNA
turned out after having prepared it for so
long?
Yes, I am very proud of the conference we have
managed to present this year. I think the whole
MUNA staff have worked so incredibly hard to
achieve such an amazing MUNA edition.
Therefore, I am very proud to be the Secretary
General of this MUNA edition.

Opinion Tirsa & Emma
(CM & SG 2021)
After last year’s MUNA theme ‘rebuilding
the future’, the theme of MUNA 2022
‘create connections’ is quite accurate.
Who had thought that in 2022 we would
still be struggling to make new
connections due to Covid-19? Despite of
the struggles this year’s MUNA staff has
experienced, we absolutely stand in awe
of what they have managed to create. A
beautiful opening ceremony and lots of
fun debates in both offline and online
committees! We are pragmatically
hopeful (as Shaad Othman SG would
say) that next year, the Alfrink College
will be able to host MUNA 2023 with
physical international attendance and in
normal conditions. Nevertheless, we
hope you guys had fun and made
memories to last for a lifetime at MUNA
2022.
Tirsa & Emma (CM & SG 2021)

The preparations
Unlike most MUNAs this year’s MUNA
unfortunately only lasted two days. This
is due to the COVID crisis. Nevertheless,
it takes a lot of time to prepare MUNA.
Just a few days after last year’s
conference the preparations for the next
started. Originally, the plan was to have a
normal conference. In 2021 this wasn’t
possible, again due to COVID. One of the
reasons that this year’s preparations
took so long, was because, at first, a
regular conference was planned. When it
turned out that this wasn’t possible, a lot
of the preparations appeared to be a
waste of time. However, the team kept
on working with a positive attitude to
make the best out of this year’s
conference. Due to the great efforts of
all the staff members, we are happy to
be able to participate in yet another
amazing MUNA.

Superlatives

Juul: most attractive girl

Awesta: best-dressed

Noëmi: most likely to
make out during muna

Sem: biggest drama queen

David: class clown

Tarun: most useless delegate

Julian: biggest flirt

Farhan: most
attractive boy

Aiden & Nina: cutest
couple

Dion & Demi: cutest
couple that never was
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The second day

I

t doesn’t happen often that everything
goes as planned and today was no
exception. The Netherlands rarely gets hit by
storms as heavy as today’s storm. The storm
was so strong that throughout the whole
country public transportation was shut down
across the country and all schools were
forced to close their doors. This storm could
not have come at a worse time, since it
MUNA 2022, an assimilation
forced Alfrink to call off MUNA. As if it wasn’t
short enough already. On the upside, the
of the United Nations
storm only arrived in the afternoon.
he last day of this year's MUNA was
Therefore, the delegates were still able to
unfortunately somewhat interrupted by debate from 8:30 a.m. until approximately
the storm: Eunice. However, this would not 12:00 a.m. The debating skills of the
have an effect on the quality and joy of the delegates had already improved significantly
conference. Once again, all participants put within the committees. That's why it's so
a lot of effort and hard work in this stormy unfortunate that it has to end so quickly.
Because of the sudden change in schedule,
morning to make this 17th edition of
the plans of lunch and dinner had to be
MUNA, an unforgetable one. Eventhough
thrown away. Fortunately, dinner had not yet
the circumstances we hope you all enjoyed
been prepared, and the delegates were given
the last day of MUNA. We hope to see you
lunch in bags before leaving.

T

all soon and stay safe!

Interview with the Conference Manager
Why did you choose to take the full
responsibility for the conference as
a Conference Manager?
Ever since I stepped foot on Alfrink,
MUNA has been something I wanted to
participate in. An event of such a scale,
especially international, is something
that I wanted to be part of. Also, guiding
more people who organize this special
conference is a dream coming through.
How do you look back upon the
preparation of MUNA 2022?
I think we started off perfectly. The staff
was extremely motivated and we were
way ahead of schedule. Everything went
smoothly until COVID-19 regulations hit
us again. Although we had this scenario
in mind, the preparation became a bit
more stressful. Nevertheless, I am very
proud of the staff and we achieved as a
team in this time of global pandemic.
How would you describe MUNA in 5
words?
International, teamwork, laughs,
professionalism, fun
What is your favorite part of MUNA?
To me personally, it is all about creating
connections with international students
and different cultures, be it physically or
digitally. Combining all these different
perspectives and people is the thing that
makes MUNA such an amasing
conference.

Thijs van der Windt
What did you think of MUNA’s staff of 2022
as a team?
As already mentioned, I am extremely proud of
this staff, as every single one of them showed a
high level of motivation and dedication. The
things they have achieved in such a short
period are incredible.
Are you satisfied in the way that MUNA
turned out after having prepared it for so
long?
Yes, I think that almost everything went
according to plan. There are of course always
some crises, but we handled them very well and
especially the edition of the pub-quiz made
MUNA 2022 special. It is a shame that we had
to stop the second day so early, but of course
there are other issues regarding safety besides
COVID that we have to take into account. Stay
safe and may we see each other next year in
person!

Interview with Head of International Relations
Why did you choose to take the full
responsibility for the conference as
a Head of International relations?
Because I love seeing the staff grow into
their functions and seeing them develop
over the year taking on more and more
responsibility. I think it is very important
to bring together students from all over
the world and to let them discuss global
issues.
How do you look back upon the
preparation of MUNA 2022?
We have battled the ever changing
COVID restrictions and eventually even a
storm. I think that the staff is very flexible
as we have to be. We try to do the best
we can and I am very proud of our
incredible staff.
How would you describe MUNA in 5
words?
Important, future, development,
originality, fun.
What is your favorite part of MUNA?
I have experienced three MUNA’s in
different positions in Staff. I really love
seeing everything and everyone coming
together. The teamwork in staff but also
in the press team, admins and chairs is
my favourite part of MUNA.

Floor Speckens
What did you think of MUNA’s staff of 2022
as a team?
They were very flexible and motivated. Most
positions changed in function due to the semionline conference. They pulled through and I
am so so proud of all of them.
Are you satisfied in the way that MUNA
turned out after having prepared it for so
long?
Of course, I had rather all of you walking
around the school in real life and meeting
young people from all over the world. However,
I think that in the world we are living in right
now, the online-debates are a wonderful
alternative. We really hope to be able to invite
you to the Netherlands next year again to our
conference!

Superlatives

Erin: favorite chair

Adam: best perm

Pela: best staff member

Loes: best stoff
member

Emil & Mila: biggest enemies

Laila: best delegate

Jovan: worst dresser

Amber: loudest person

Johan: too much in your aura

Eline & Floor: Best
matching outfits
(delegates)

Amber, Lora & Noëmi: Best
matching outfits (staff and stoff)

Gossip Box
GA1:
David is echt one of a
kind
GA 2:
Adam is meer met zijn
haar bezig dan met
Muna
ICJ:
Julian has some loose
hips
SC:
Wist jij dat Sahel zijn
neusgaten portalen zijn
naar andere dimensies

We are hopeful that next year's
MUNA will be similar to the
years prior to the pandemic.
With delegates from all over the
world coming to the
Netherlands to participate in our
conference. We hope that
instead of being a one-day
event, it will be three days long,
like it was originally. Having an
amazing party at the end of the
week to celebrate our
accomplishments from the past
days. We as the Alfrink College
are looking forward to be doing
MUNA 2023 upcoming year.

See you all next year! :)

